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Abstract

The paper presents a complete framework for spa-
tial indexing support in a distributed setting. We
consider a shared-nothing environment where a set
of servers provides independent storage and com-
putational services. Servers only communicate
through point-to-point messaging, and constitute a
non-structured network (i.e., non-central server or
"super peer"). These features cover two popular ar-
chitectures, namely a strongly connected cluster of
servers, and P2P networks.

Our proposal extends the recently proposed "Scal-
able Distributed Rtree (SD-Rtree)" structure with
new algorithms and protocols. More specifically, we
introduce a nearest-neighbors algorithm, a load bal-
ancing method and a termination protocol. The result
constitutes a set of functionalities for distributed spa-
tial indexing that matches those commonly found in
centralized architectures.

Keywords.
Distributed index, storage balancing, share-nothing
architecture.

1 Introduction

Spatial indexing has been studied intensively since
the early works on Rtrees [9] and Quadtree [6] at the
beginning of the 80’s. For a recent survey see [17]. It
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constitutes now an integrated part of most database
system engines which usually adopt the simple,
flexible and efficient Rtree structure (e.g., Oracle,
MySQL). Spatial indices supportpoint, window and
nearest-neighbor queries over multidimensional ob-
jects (e.g., points in high-dimensional spaces) and
spatial object (e.g., linear or surfacic features approx-
imated by their bounding boxes). Apoint query re-
trieves linear or surfacic objects that contain a point
argument; awindow query retrieves points, linear
or surfacic objects which intersect (or are contained
in) a window argument; a nearest-neighbor query or
kNN query retrieves thek objects which are nearest
to a point argument. These techniques are widely ac-
cepted as robust solutions for multidimensional and
spatial data management in centralized settings

Recently, the advent of popular distributed sys-
tems for sharing resources across large numbers of
computers has encouraged research to extend cen-
tralized indexing techniques to support queries is
such contexts. However, only a few work so far has
considered the extension of spatial structures and al-
gorithms to distributed environments. Since index
structures are central to efficient data retrieval, it is
important to provide support for efficient processing
of common spatial queries for distributed settings.

In the present paper we describe a distributed in-
dexing framework, based on the Rtree principles,
which supports all the crucial operations found in
centralized systems : insertions (without duplication
or clipping) and deletions; point, window andkNN
queries. We measure their complexity as the num-



ber of messages exchanged between nodes, and show
that this complexity is logarithmic in the number of
nodes. Our algorithms are adapted from the central-
ized ones by assuming that (i) no central directory
is used for data addressing and (ii) nodes commu-
nicate only through point-to-point messages. These
are strong but necessary assumptions which allow us
to address a wide range of shared-nothing architec-
tures. It means in particular that we aim at an even
distribution of the computing and storage load over
the participating servers, and avoid to rely on “super
peers” and hierarchical network topologies.

Our framework relies on specialized components
to deal with these specific constraints. In short:

1. each node maintains in a local cache theim-
age of the global tree, and bases the address-
ing of messages on this image; since an image
may be outdated,addressing errors may occur,
i.e., a query is sent to a node different from the
one the query should address; an opportunistic
image refreshment method is then applied and
guarantees that the addressing error does not re-
peat;

2. we introduce atermination protocol, intended
to cope with the possible instability of the net-
work, and which sends to a requester an ac-
knowledgment message whenever its query is
completed;

3. finally we propose aload-balancing method to
deal with situations where an incoming flow of
insertions is sent to a network of servers which
cannot, temporarily or definitely, extend itself
by allocating more storage resource.

Our proposal is based on the recently proposed
SD-Rtree distributed index [5]. We rely on its gen-
eral structure, which is that of a distributed balanced
binary spatial tree where each node carries the min-
imal bounding box (mbb) of the area covered by the
objects it stores. In the present paper we extend this
proposal with several important contributions. First
we consider a wider context where a node can carry
both the client (sending queries) and server (provid-
ing computing and storage resources) components,

being then apeer. Second we enrich accordingly the
proposal with dedicated protocols: a load-balancing
protocol, and a termination protocol. Finally we
complement the point and window query described
in [5] with a k-NN algorithm.

The core features of our method have been imple-
mented and tested over several datasets. We refer
to [5] for the presentation and the experimental val-
idation of our architecture. We report only our new
experiments concerning the storage balancing. The
present paper aims at providing a complete specifi-
cation for a distributed spatial indexing method in
unstructured networks of servers.

Related work

Until recently, most of the spatial indexing de-
sign efforts have been devoted to centralized sys-
tems [7] although, for non-spatial data, research de-
voted to an efficient distribution of large datasets
is well-established [4, 14, 3]. The architecture of
the many SDDS schemes are hash-based, e.g., vari-
ants of LH* [15], or use a Distributed Hash Table
(DHT) [4]. Some SDDSs are range partitioned, start-
ing with RP* based [14], till BATON [10] most re-
cently. There were also proposals based on quadtrees
like hQT* [12]. [13] describes an adaptive in-
dex method which offers dynamic load balancing of
servers and distributed collaboration. The structure
requires a coordinator which maintains the load of
each server.

The P-tree [3] is an interesting distributed B+-tree
that has a concept similar to our image with a best-
effort fix up when updates happen. A major differ-
ence lies in the view correction which is handled by
dedicated processes on each peer in the P-tree, and
by IAMs triggered by inserts in our framework.

The work [11] proposes an ambitious framework
termed VBI. The framework is a distributed dy-
namic binary tree with nodes at peers. VBI shares
this and other principles with our proposal. VBI
seems aiming at the efficient manipulation of multi-
dimensional points. Our framework rather targets the
spatial (non-zero surface) objects, as R-trees specif-
ically. Consequently, as we enlarge a region syn-
chronously with any insert needing it. VBI frame-
work advocates instead the storing of the correspond-
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ing point inserts in routing nodes, as so-called dis-
crete data. It seems an open question how far one
can apply this facet of VBI to spatial objects.

The rest of the paper presents first the structure of
the SD-Rtree (Section 2) and its construction (Sec-
tion 3). Section 4 presents the algorithms supported
by the structure. The load balancing method is de-
scribed and discussed in Section 5. Experiments
about storage balancing are reported in Section 6.
Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Background: The SD-Rtree

The SD-Rtree is conceptually similar to that of the
classical AVL tree, although the data organization
principles are taken from the Rtree spatial contain-
ment relationship [9].

2.1 Structure of the SD-Rtree

The SD-Rtree is a binary tree, mapped to a set of
servers. Each internal node, orrouting node, refers to
exactly two children whose heights differ by at most
one. This ensures that the height of a SD-Rtree is
logarithmic in the number of servers. A routing node
maintains also left and rightdirectory rectangles (dr)
which are the minimal bounding boxes (mbb) of, re-
spectively, the left and right subtrees. Finally each
leaf node, ordata node, stores a subset of the indexed
objects.

The tree hasN leaves andN − 1 internal nodes
which are distributed amongN servers. Each server
Si is uniquely identified by an idi and (except server
S0) stores exactly a pair(ri, di), ri being a routing
node anddi a data node. As a data node, a server acts
as an objects repository up to its maximal capacity.
The bounding box of these objects is thedirectory
rectangle of the server.

Figure 1 shows a first example with three succes-
sive evolutions. Initially (part A) there is one data
noded0 stored on server 0. After the first split (part
B), a new serverS1 stores the pair(r1, d1) where
r1 is a routing node andd1 a data node. The ob-
jects have been distributed among the two servers
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Figure 1: Basic features of the SD-Rtree

and the treer1(d0, d1) follows the classical Rtree or-
ganization based on rectangle containment. The di-
rectory rectangle ofr1 is a, and the directory rect-
angles ofd0 andd1 are respectivelyb andc, with
a = mbb(b ∪ c). The rectanglesa, b andc are kept
on r1 in order to guide insert and search operations.
If the serverS1 must split in turn, its directory rect-
anglec is further divided and the objects distributed
amongS1 and a new serverS2 which stores a new
routing noder2 and a new data noded2. r2 keeps its
directory rectanglec and the dr of its left and right
children,d ande, with c = mbb(d ∪ e). Each di-
rectory rectangle of a node is therefore represented
exactly twice: on the node, and on its parent.

A routing node maintains the id of its parent node,
and links to its left and right children. Alink is
a quadruplet (id, dr, height, type), whereid
is the id of the server that stores the referenced
node,dr is the directory rectangle of the referenced
node,height is the height of the subtree rooted
at the referenced node andtype is eitherdata or
routing. Whenever the type of a link isdata, it
refers to the data node stored on serverid, else it
refers to the routing node. Note that a node can be
identified by its type (data or routing) together with
the id of the server where it resides. When no am-
biguity arises, we will blur the distinction between a
node id and its server id.

The description of a routing node is as follows:

Type: ROUTINGNODE

height, dr: description of the routing node
left, right: links to the left and right children
parent_id: id of the parent routing node
OC: the overlapping coverage

The routing node provides an exact local de-
scription of the tree. In particular the di-
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rectory rectangle is always the geometric union
of left.dr and right.dr, and the height
is Max(left.height, right.height)+1.
OC, theoverlapping coverage, to be described next,
is an array that contains the part of the directory rect-
angle shared with other servers. The type of a data
node is as follows:

Type: DATA NODE

data: the local dataset
dr: the directory rectangle
parent_id: id of the parent routing node
OC: the overlapping coverage

2.2 The image

An important concern when designing a distributed
tree is the load of the servers that store the rout-
ing nodes located at or near the root. These servers
are likely to receive proportionately much more mes-
sages. In the worst case all the messages must be first
routed to the root. This is unacceptable in a scalable
data structure which must distribute evenly the work
over all the servers.

An application that accesses an SD-Rtree main-
tains animage of the distributed tree. This image
provides a view which may be partial and/or out-
dated. During an insertion, the user/application esti-
mates from its image the address of thetarget server
which is the most likely to store the object. If the
image is obsolete, the insertion can be routed to an
incorrect server. The structure delivers then the in-
sertion to the correct server using its actual routing
node at the servers. The correct server sends back an
image adjustment message (IAM) to the requester.
Point and window queries also rely on the image to
find quickly a server whose directory rectangle sat-
isfies the query predicate. A message is then sent to
this server which carries out a local search, and route
the queries to other nodes if necessary.

An image is a collection of links, stored locally,
and possibly organized as a local index if necessary.
Each time a serverS is visited, the following links
can be collected: the data link describing the data
node ofS; the routing link describing the routing
node ofS, and the left and right links of the rout-

ing node. These four links are added to any message
forwarded byS. When an operation requires a chain
of n messages, the links are cumulated so that the
application finally receives an IAM with4n links.

2.3 Overlapping coverage

We cannot afford the traditional top-down search in a
distributed tree because it would overload the nodes
near the tree root. Our search operations attempt to
find directly, without requiring a top-down traversal,
a data noded whose directory rectangledr satisfies
the search predicate. However this strategy is not
sufficient with spatial structures that permit overlap-
ping, becaused does not containall the objects cov-
ered bydr. We must therefore be able to forward
the query to all the servers that potentially match the
search predicate. This requires the distributed main-
tenance of some redundant information regarding the
parts of the indexed area shared by several nodes,
calledoverlapping coverage (OC) in the present pa-
per.

A simple but costly solution would be to maintain,
on each data noded, the path fromd to the root of
the tree, including the left and right regions refer-
enced by each node on this path. From this informa-
tion we can deduce, when a point or window query
is sent tod, the subtrees where the query must be
forwarded. We improve this basic scheme with two
significant optimizations. First, ifa is an ancestor
of d or d itself, we keep only the part ofd.dr which
overlaps the sibling ofa. This is the sufficient and
necessary information for query forwarding. If the
intersection is empty, we simply ignore it. Second
we trigger a maintenance operation only when this
overlapping changes.
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Figure 2: Overlapping coverage examples

Figure 2 illustrates the concept. The left part
shows a two-levels tree rooted atR. The overlap-
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ping coverage ofA andB, A.dr ∩ B.dr, is stored
in both nodes. When a query (say, a point query) is
transmitted toA, A knows from its overlapping cov-
erage that the query must be routed toB if the point
argument belongs toA ∩ B.

Next, consider the nodeD. Its ancestors areA
and R. However the subtrees which really matter
for query forwarding areC andB, called theouter
subtrees of, respectively,A andR with respect toD.
SinceD.dr∩C.dr = ∅ andD.dr∩B.dr = ∅, there is
no need to forward any query whose argument (point
or window) is included inD.dr. In other words, the
overlapping coverage ofD is empty.

Figure 2.b shows a split of the serverB: its con-
tent has been partially moved to the new data nodeE,
and a new routing nodeF has been inserted. Note
that F is now the outer subtree ofR with respect
to A. Since, however, the intersectionA.dr ∩ F.dr

is unchanged, there is no need to propagate any up-
date of the OC to the subtree rooted atA. Finally
the subtree rooted atA may also evolve. Figure 2.c
shows an extension ofD such that the intersection
with F is no longer empty. However our insertion
algorithm guarantees that no node can make the de-
cision to enlarge its own directory rectangle without
referring first to its parent. Therefore the object’s in-
sertion which triggers the extension ofD has first
been routed toA. BecauseA knows the space shared
with F , it can transmit this information to its childD,
along with the insertion request. The OC ofD now
includesD.dr ∩ F.dr. Any point queryP received
by D such thatP ⊆ D.dr∩F.dr must be forwarded
to F .

3 Insertion and deletions

We now describe insertions in and deletions from the
distributed tree. Recall that all these operations rely
on animage of the structure (see above) which helps
to remain as much as possible near the leaves level
in the tree, thereby avoiding root overloading. More-
over, as a side effect of these operations, the image
is adjusted through IAMs to better reflect the current
state of the structure.

3.1 Insertion

Assume that a client applicationC requires the in-
sertion of an objecto with rectanglembb in the dis-
tributed tree. C searches its local imageI and de-
termines from the links inI a data node which can
storeo without any enlargement. If no such node ex-
ist, the link whose dr is the closest tombb is chosen.
Indeed one can expect to find the correct data node
in the neighborhood ofd, and therefore in the local
part of the SD-Rtree. Note that the image is initially
empty. C must know at least one nodeN , and send
the insertion request toN . C will receive in return
an initialization of its image.

If the selected link is of typedata, C addresses a
message INSERT-IN-LEAF to S; else the link refers
to a routing node andC sends a message INSERT-
IN-SUBTREE to S.

• (INSERT-IN-LEAF message)S receives the
message; if the directory rectangle of its data
nodedS covers actuallyo.mbb, S can take the
decision to inserto in its local repository; there
is no need to make any other modification in
the distributed tree (if no split occurs); else the
message isout of range, and a message INSERT-
IN-SUBTREE is routed to the parentS′ of dS ;

• (INSERT-IN-SUBTREE message) when a server
S′ receives such a message, it first consults its
routing noderS′ to check whether its directory
rectangle coverso; if no the message is for-
warded to the parent until a satisfying subtree is
found (in the worst case one reaches the root);
if yes the insertion is carried out fromrS′ us-
ing the classical Rtree top-down insertion algo-
rithm. During the top-down traversal, the direc-
tory rectangles of the routing nodes may have to
be enlarged.

If the insertion could not be performed in one hop,
the server that finally insertso sends an acknowl-
edgment toC, along with an IAM containing all the
links collected from the visited servers.C can then
refresh its image.

The insertion process is shown on Figure 3. The
client chooses to send the insertion message toS2.
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Assume thatS2 cannot make the decision to insert
o, becauseo.mbb is not contained ind2.dr. ThenS2

initiates a bottom-up traversal of the SD-Rtree until
a routing node whose dr coverso is found (nodec
on the figure). A classical insertion algorithm is per-
formed on the subtree rooted atc. Theout-of-range
path (ORP) consists of all the servers involved in this
chain of messages. Their routing and data links con-
stitute the IAM which is sent back toC.

...

...

a b

c

r

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5... ...s1 s2 s3 s4 s5

ORP

Image Adjustment Message

insertion message

image

Client

Figure 3: The insertion algorithm

Initially the image ofC is empty. The first inser-
tion query issued byC is sent to the contact server.
More than likely this first query is out of range and
the contact server must initiate a path in the dis-
tributed tree through a subset of the servers. The
client will get back in its IAM the links of this subset
which serve to construct its initial image.

In the worst case a clientC sends to a serverS an
out-of-range message which triggers a chain of un-
successful INSERT-IN-SUBTREE messages fromS
to the root of the SD-Rtree. This costslog N mes-
sages. Then another set oflog N messages is nec-
essary to find the correct data node. Finally, if a
split occurs, another bottom-up traversal might be
required to adjust the heights along the path to the
root. So the worst-case results inO(3 log N) mes-
sages. However, if the image is reasonably accurate,
the insertion is routed to the part of the tree which
should host the inserted object, and this results in
a short out-of-range path with few messages. This
strategy reduces the workload of the root since it is
accessed only for objects that fall outside the bound-
aries of the most-upper directory rectangles.

3.2 Node splitting

When a serverS is overloaded by new insertions in
its data repository, a split must be carried out. A new
serverS′ is added to the system, and the data stored
on S is divided in two approximately equal subsets
using a split algorithm similar to that of the classical
Rtree [9, 8]. One subset is moved to the data repos-
itory of S′. A new routing noderS′ is stored onS′

and becomes the immediate parent of the data nodes
respectively stored onS andS′.
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Figure 4: Split operations

The management and distribution of routing and
data nodes are detailed on Figure 4 for the tree con-
struction of Figure 1. Initially (part A), the system
consists of a single server, with id 0.

Every insertion is routed to this server, until its ca-
pacity is exceeded. After the first split (part B), the
routing noder1, stored on server 1, keeps the follow-
ing information (we ignore the management of the
overlapping coverage for the time being):

• theleft andright fields; both are data links
that reference respectively servers 0 and 1,

• its height (equal to 1) and its directory rectangle
(equal tombb(left.dr, right.dr)),

• the parent id of the data nodes 0 and 1 is 1, the
id of the server that host their common parent
routing node.
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Since both theleft andright links are of type
data links, the referenced servers are accessed as
data nodes (leaves) during a tree traversal.

Continuing with the same example, insertions are
now routed either to server 0 or to server 1, us-
ing a Rtree-like CHOOSESUBTREE procedure [9, 2].
When the server 1 becomes full again, the split gen-
erates a new routing noder2 on the server 2 with the
following information:

• its left andright data links point respec-
tively to server 1 and to server 2

• its parent_id field refers to server 1, the
former parent routing node of the splitted data
node.

The right child ofr1 becomes the routing noder2

and the height ofr1 must be adjusted to 2. These two
modifications are done during abottom-up traversal
that follows any split operation. At this point the tree
is still balanced.

3.3 Rotation

In order to preserve the balance of the tree, a ro-
tation is sometimes required during the bottom-up
traversal that adjusts the heights. The rotation of
the SD-Rtree takes advantage of the absence of or-
der on rectangles which gives more freedom for re-
organizing an unbalanced tree, compared to classi-
cal AVL trees. The technique is described with re-
spect to arotation pattern which is a subtree of the
form a(b(e(f,g),d),c) satisfying the follow-
ing conditions for somen ≥ 1:

• height(c) = height(d) = height(f) = n − 1

• height(g) = max(0, n − 2)

An example of rotation pattern is shown on Fig-
ure 5. Note thata, b ande are routing nodes. Now,
assume that a split occurs in a balanced SD-Rtree at
nodes. A bottom-up traversal is necessary to adjust
the heights of the ancestors ofs. Unbalanced nodes,
if any, will be detected during this traversal.

The management of unbalanced nodes al-
ways reduces to a rotation of a rotation pattern
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Figure 5: Rotation in the SD-Rtree

a(b(e(f,g),d),c). The operation is as
follows:

1. b becomes the root of the reorganized subtree,

2. The routing nodea becomes the right child of
b; e remains the left child ofb andc the right
child of a,

3. One determines which one off, g or d should
be the sibling ofc in the new subtree. The cho-
sen node becomes the left child ofa, the other
pair constitutes the children ofe.

The choice of the moved node should be such that
the overlapping of the directory rectangles ofe and
a is minimized. Any pairwise combination off,
g, d andc yields a balanced tree. The three pos-
sibilities, respectively calledmove(g), move(d)
andmove(f) are shown on Figure 5. The choice
move(g) (Figure 5.b) is the best one for our exam-
ple. All the information that constitute a rotation pat-
tern is available from theleft andright links on
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the bottom-up adjust path that starts from the split-
ted node. The rotation can be obtained in exactly 6
messages formove(f) andmove(g), and 3 mes-
sages formove(d) because the subtree rooted ate
remains in that case the same.

3.4 Deletion

Deletion is somehow similar to that in an R-Tree [9].
We can then consider two different strategies, de-
pending on the frequency of the deletions:(i) a
serverS from which an object has been deleted may
adjust covering rectangles on the path to the root or
(ii) if the deletions are frequent, a lazy adjustment
of the covering rectangles that does not require any
additional messages,i.e., a node may have covering
rectangles for its children that became false due to
deletions; the updates will be encapsulated within the
following message from its children. In both cases, it
may also eliminate the node if it has too few objects.
The SD-Rtree relocates then the remaining objects to
its siblingS′ in the binary tree. NodeS′ becomes the
child of its grandparent. An adjustment of the height
and of the bounding boxes that is propagated upward
as necessary, perhaps requiring a rotation.

4 Query algorithms

We present in this section the algorithms for the most
popular queries in spatial databases area, namely
point, window andk-NN queries. We also introduce
a termination protocol generally required in asyn-
chronous distributed environment.

4.1 Point queries

The point query algorithm uses a basic routine, PQ-
TRAVERSAL, which is the classical point-query al-
gorithm for Rtree: at each node, one checks whether
the point argumentP belongs to the left (resp. right)
child’s directory rectangle. If yes the routine is called
recursively for the left (resp. right) child node.

First the client searches its image for a data node
d whose directory rectangle containsP , according
to its image. A point query message is then sent

to the serverSd (or to its contact server if the im-
age is empty). Two cases occur: (i) the data node
rectangle on the target server containsP ; then the
point query can be applied locally to the data repos-
itory, and a PQTRAVERSAL must also be routed to
the outer nodeso in the overlapping coverage array
d.OC whose rectangle containsP as well; (ii) an
out-of-range occurs (the data node on serverSd does
not containP ). The tree is then scanned bottom-
up from Sd until a routing noder that containsP
is found. A PQTRAVERSAL is applied fromr, and
from the outer nodes in the overlapping coverage ar-
ray r.OC whose directory rectangle containsP .

This algorithm ensures that all the parts of the tree
which may contain the point argument are visited.
The overlapping coverage information stored at each
node avoids to visit the root for each query.

With an up-to-date client image, the target server
is correct, and the number of PQTRAVERSAL which
must be performed depends on the amount of over-
lapping with the leaf ancestors. It is well known in
the centralized case that a point might be shared by
all the rectangles of an Rtree, which means that, at
worse, all the nodes must be visited. With a decent
distribution, a constant (and small) number of leaves
must be inspected. The worst case occurs when the
data node dr overlaps with all the outer nodes along
its root path. Then a point query must be performed
for each outer subtree of the root path. In general
the cost can be estimated to 1 message sent to the
correct server when the image is accurate, and within
O(log N) messages with an outdated image.

4.2 Window queries

Window queries are similar to point queries. Given
a windowW , the client searches its image for a link
to a node that containsW . A query message is sent
to the server that hosts the node. There, as usual,
an out-of-range may occur because of image inaccu-
racy, in which case a bottom-up traversal is initiated
in the tree. When a routing noder that actually cov-
ersW is found, the subtree rooted atr, as well as the
overlapping coverage ofr, allow to navigate to the
appropriate data nodes. The algorithm is given be-
low. It applies also, with minimal changes, to point
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queries. The routine WQTRAVERSAL is the classi-
cal Rtree window query algorithm adapted to a dis-
tributed context.

WINDOWQUERY (W : rectangle)
Input : a windowW

Output : the set of objects whosembb intersectsW
begin

// Find the target server
Choose in Image thetargetLink corresponding toW
// Check if correct server. Else move up the tree
node := the node referred to bytargetLink;
while (W 6⊆ node.dr and node is not the root)

// out of range
node := parent(node)

endwhile
// Now node containsW , or node is the root
if (node is a data node)

Search the local data repositorynode.data

else
// Perform a window traversal fromnode

WQTRAVERSAL (node, W )
end
// Always scan theOC array, and forward
for each (i, oci) in node.OC do

if (W ∩ oci 6= ∅) then
WQTRAVERSAL (outernode(i), W )

endif
end for

end

The analysis is similar to that of point queries. The
number of data nodes which intersectW depends on
the size ofW . Once a node that containsW is found,
the WQTRAVERSAL must be broadcasted towards
these data nodes. The maximal length of each of
these broadcasted message paths isO(log N). Since
the requests are forwarded in parallel, and result each
in an IAM when a data node is finally reached, this
bound on the length of a chain guarantees that the
IAM size remains small.

4.3 k-NN queries

We introduce now an algorithm that supports the
search for thek nearest neighbors of a pointP (k-
NN query). It can be decomposed in two steps:

1. find a data nodeN that containsP and evaluate
locally thek-NN query;

2. fromN , explore all the other data nodes which
potentially contain an object closer toP than
those found locally.

The first step is a simple point-query as presented
previously. Assume that a data nodeN contain-
ing P is found. Thek-NN query is evaluated lo-
cally, i.e., without any extra-message, using a clas-
sical k-closest neighbors algorithm [16]. Note that
the choice depends on the data structure used locally,
and is therefore beyond the scope of the present pa-
per. The initial list of neighbors, found locally, is
stored into an ordered listneighbors(P, k).

Obviously, some closest neighbors may also be lo-
cated in other nodes, which may lead to an update of
neighbor(P, k). In order to determine which servers
must be contacted, the following strategies can be
considered.

Range querying

The first approach performs a range query over the
tree, the ranger being the distance betweenP and
the farthest object inneighbors(P, k).This is illus-
trated on Figure 6. The local search in nodeN finds
a set of neighbors, the farthest being objectO. The
distance fromP to O determines the range of the
query.

Directory rectangle

of node N’

of node N

local neighbors(P,k)

P
r

O’, closest to P

r’

O

Range
query

than O

Directory rectangle

Directory rectangle

of node N"

O", closest to P
than O

Figure 6: Range query to retrieve objects from other
nodes
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Now, still referring to figure 6, nodesN ′ andN ′′

fall into this range. ThusN sends toN ′ andN ′′ a
query withP and the radiusr. The contacted nodes
send back toN the object(s) that can replace one or
many element(s) ofneighbors(P, k). For example
objectO′, found in the space covered byN ′ turns out
to be closer toP thanO. N ′ searches its local space
for all objects whose distance toP is less thanr. Ob-
jectO′ is found and returned toN . The same process
holds forN ′′, which returns objectO′′. Given the list
of all objects retrieved through this process, serverN

determines the final list of nearest neighbors. Still re-
ferring to figure 6, and assumingk = 5, the final list
containsO′ but neitherO norO′′.

Improved k-NN search

The above algorithm broadcasts the query to all
the nodes that may potentially improve thekNN list.
However some messages tend to be useless, as illus-
trated on Figure 7. Assume nodeN ′ is contacted
first. It sends back toN objectO′ which improves
the nearest neighbors list, and reduces the maximal
radius tor′. Let r′′ be the distance betweenP and
the directory rectangle ofN ′′. Sincer′′ > r′, there is
clearly no hope to get any closer neighbor fromN ′′.

of node N’

P

r’Range
query

Directory rectangle

Directory rectangle

of node N"

Directory rectangle

of node N

r"

O’

O

Figure 7: Improvedk-NN query

The improved strategy, presented below, generates
a chain of messages which contact the nodes in an
order which is estimated to deliver the quickest con-
vergence towards the final result. This is likely to

limit the number of servers to contact. We first recall
some useful distance measures fork-NN queries, as
proposed in [16] and illustrated in Figure 8.

(a) first extreme case (b) second extreme case

d1

oo r2

r1

r1

r2

d2
minDist

mindist

Figure 8: The minMaxDist

Let R be the bounding box of a set of rectangles.
First let minDist denote the minimal distance be-
tween a pointP and R. Second note that each of
R’s edges shares at least one point with one of its
inner rectangles. Figure 8 shows the two extreme
positions for a rectangler1 insideR with respect to
the edge closest toP . The maximal distance among
d1 andd2 represents the minimal distance fromP to
a rectangle contained inR. This distance is denoted
minMaxDist(P,R).

Now, given a listneighbors(P, k), let dmax be
the distance betweenP and the last (farthest) object
in neighbors(P, k). To support ourk-NN querying
strategy, we must slightly extend the notion of over-
lapping coverage (OC) presented in Section 2 to keep
information aboutall outer nodes, whether there is
an overlap or not. So the OC consists now of an ar-
ray of the form[1 : oc1, 2 : oc2, · · · , n : ocn], such
that oci is outerN (Ni).dr. If N ′ is a node in the
overlapping coverage ofS, the object closest toP in
N ′ is at best at distanceminDist(P,N.dr), and at
worse at distanceminMaxDist(P,N.dr). There-
fore if dmax < minDist(P,N.dr), there is no hope
to improve the current list of neighbors by contacting
N ′.

When processing ak-NN query, we compute
the minDist and minMaxDist distances from
P to all the mbb of the nodes in the OC list.
We build a list Lmd (resp. Lmmd) of pairs
(idi, di) where idi is the id of the nodeNi

and di the value of minDist(P,Ni.dr) (resp.
minMaxDist(P,Ni.dr)). Lmd and Lmmd are
sorted ondi in ascending order. To determine
which server must be contacted we simply com-
pare the distance fromP to the farthest object in
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neighbors(P, k), denoteddmax, and the distances in
Lmd andLmmd. Our algorithm relies on the two fol-
lowing observations:

i) if dmax < minDist(P,Ni.dr) we do not have
to visit nodeNi;

ii) if minMaxDist(P,Ni.dr) < dmax we must
visit node Ni because it contains an ob-
ject closer toP that the farthest object from
neighbors(P, k).

The algorithm maintains an ordered list of the
nodes that need to be visited. The first node of the
list is then contacted. If it is a data node, a lo-
cal search is carried out, which possibly modifies
neighbor(P, k), as well as the listsLmd andLmmd.
If it is a routing node, it computes for its two chil-
dren the distancesminDist andminMaxDist, and
updatesLmd andLmmd accordingly. This is illus-
trated in figure 9 where the routing nodeN has to be
visited, regarding either itsminMaxDist dM

N or its
minDist dm

N with query pointo. WhenN is con-
tacted, it removes firstdM

N (resp. dm
N ) from the list

Lmmd (resp. Lmd). SinceN knows the mbb of its
two children,Nr andNl, it is able to compute the
minMaxDist dM

Nr
(resp. dM

Nl
) and minDist dm

Nr

(resp.dm
Nl

) for Nr (resp.Nl). It inserts each of these
distances in the appropriate ordered list (Lmmd or
Lmd) and visits w.r.t. these lists the following node.

In both cases, the next server in the list is contacted
in turn, until no possible improvement of the nearest
neighbors can be obtained. The message transmit-
ted from one server to another containsP , the list
neighbor(P, k) at the current step of the algorithm,
and the listsLmd andLmmd.

An heuristic consists in contacting first the server
with the minimalminMaxDist since we know for
sure that this modifiesneighbor(P, k) and reduces
dmax. When all the servers have been explored with
respect tominMaxDist, the remaining ones are
contacted with respect tominDist. The pseudo-
code of the algorithm is given below.

KNN_EVAL _INIT (P, k)
Input : a pointP , the number of nearest-neighborsk

o

N

dM

N

dm

N

Nr

Nldm

Nl

dM

Nr

dm

Nr

dm

Nl

a)N is visited,dm
N anddM

N removed from lists

b) new distances forNr andNl inserted in lists

Figure 9: UpdatingLmmd andLmd

Output : the listneighbors(P, k), if no other server
needs to be contacted

begin
Find the nodeN that containsP
Perform locally thek-NN search;
Store the result inneighbors(P, k), sorted on the

distance toP
for each (idi, mbbi) ∈ N.OC do

Insert(idi, minMaxDist(P, mbbi)) in Lmmd

Insert(idi, minDist(P, mbbi)) in Lmd

endfor
Let dmax be the distance betweenP andlast(neighbork(P ))
(id, mmd) := first(Lmmd); (id

′, md) := first(Lmd);
if (mmd < dmax) then

// Continue thek-NN search on the server that hostsNid

KNN_NEXTSERV (Nid, P, neighbors(P, k), Lmmd, Lmd)
else if(md < dmax) then

// Continue thek-NN search on the server that hostsNid′

KNN_NEXTSERV (Nid′ , P, neighbors(P, k), Lmmd, Lmd)
else

// The current list of neighbors can no longer be improved
return neighbors(P, k)

endif
end

KNN_NEXTSERV(N, P, neighbors(P, k), Lmmd, Lmd))
Input : a nodeN , the point queryP , a list of neighbors,

two lists of candidate servers
Output : the listneighbors(P, k), if no other server needs

to be contacted
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begin
RemoveN from Lmmd andLmd (if present)
if (N is a routing node)then

Add N ’s children toLmmd andLmd

else
// N is a data node
Updateneighbor(P, k) with objects fromN

endif
// Forward the search as in KNN_EVAL _INIT

end

The cost of thisk-NN algorithm is in the worst
case that of the simple range query approach. How-
ever in the average case the number of message may
be drastically reduced.

4.4 Termination protocol

The termination protocol lets a client issuing a point
or window query figure out when to end the commu-
nication with the servers and to return the result to
the application. The protocol may be probabilistic
or deterministic. The probabilistic protocol means
here that (i) only the servers with data relevant to the
query respond, (ii) the client considers as established
the result got within some timeout. In unreliable con-
figuration such protocol may lead to a miss, whose
probability may though be negligible in practice.

A straightforward deterministic protocol is in our
case thereverse path protocol. Each contacted server
other than the initial one, i.e., getting the query, sends
the data found to the node from which it got the
query. The initial server collects the whole reply and
sends it to the client. The obvious cost of the proto-
col is that each path followed by the query in the tree
has to be traversed twice. The alternatedirect reply
protocol does not have this cost, at the expense of
processing at the client. In the nutshell, each server
getting the query responds to the client, whether it
found the relevant data or not. Each reply has also
the description of the query path in the tree between
the initial server and the responding one. The tra-
versed servers accumulate this description including
into it also all its outer nodes intersecting the query
window. It includes the OC tables found. The client
examines the graph received and figures out whether

the end of every path in the graph is the server it got
the reply from. It resends messages to the servers
whose replies seem lost.

5 Load Balancing

The insertion algorithm described in Section 3 re-
quires a split each time a server is full. This adds
systematically a new server to the network. The in-
stitution that manages the network must be ready to
allocate resource at any moment (in the case of a
cluster of servers), or a free server has to be available
(in the case of an unsupervised network). We present
in this section a load balancing scheme which allows
a full node to transfer part of its data to lightly loaded
servers whenever new storage resources cannot be al-
located.

This enables a more flexible framework where a
node or a subtree that gets full may choose between
a split or a data redistribution, depending on contex-
tual parameters (availability and cost of new servers,
vs. higher messages exchanges rate if a redistribu-
tion is chosen). We first present the technique, an-
alyze its cost and finally discuss how a convenient
tradeoff can be chosen between a full-split and a full
redistribution strategy.

5.1 Revisited insertion

Assume that an objecto must be inserted in a full
nodeN . N may require a load balancing as follows.
First it contacts, by sending bottom-up messages, its
nearest ancestorNP which has at least one non-full
descendant, called thepivot node. If no such ancestor
is found, the tree is full. We must proceed to a node
split of N , as presented previously. Otherwise, since
NP is the nearest non-full ancestor, one of its two
subtrees (say,L) contains only full nodes, including
N . The other subtree (say,R) contains at least one
non-full node (Figure 10).

NP must move some objects fromL rooted atNL

to R rooted atNR. For simplicity we describe the
technique for a single object but it may be extended
for redistributing larger sets.

We need additional information to detect the pivot
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redistribute
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N"

NP
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N3

Figure 10: Overview of the load balancing strategy

node. We use two flags,Fullleft andFullright, one
for each child, added to the routing node type. Flag
Fulli is set to1 when the subtree rooted at childi is
full. Flag values are maintained as follows. When a
leaf becomes full, a message is sent to the server that
hosts its parent node to set the corresponding flag to
1. This one may in turn, if its companion flag is al-
ready set to1, alert its parent, and so on, possibly up
to the root,i.e., log(n) messages (effectively, quite
unfrequent since this implies a full tree). Note that
these messages take place during the redistribution
process and serve to determine the pivot node. The
flags are maintained similarly for deletions.

In order to minimize the overlap between the mbb
of L andR, we need to redistribute theclosest object
indexed byL to the set of objects indexed byR. This
can be achieved with a1-NN query inL.

The query pointP is the centroid of the directory
rectangle ofNR. With that choice the query will re-
turn an object producing a small enlargement of the
overlapping coverage. The1-NN algorithm is then
initiated byNR, which sets initiallyLmmd andLmd

to NL, andneighbors(P, 1) to ∅. NR re-inserts then
the object obtained as the result of this query in its
subtree. This redistribution impacts the two subtrees
NL andNR in two ways.

First, the reinserted object may have to be assigned
to a full data node in the subtree rooted atNR. This
triggers another redistribution. However, sinceNR

was marked as non-full, we know that the pivot node
will be found in the subtree rooted atNR. Consider
for instance Figure 10, and assume that a reinserted

object must be put in the full nodeN3. Since there
exists at least one non-full node inNR (N ′′ for our
example), the pivot node has to be a descendant of
NR.

Second the nodeN where the initial objecto had
to be put may still be full. So the redistribution algo-
rithm has to be iterated. For the very same reasons,
we know that the pivot node has to be a descendant
of NL. The load balancing stops when there is room
for insertingo in N .

REDISTRIBUTE (N : node)
Input : a full nodeN

begin
if (no ancestorNP such thatNP .Fullright = 0) then

Split(N )
else

while (N is full) do
// Assume wlog that right nodes are outer nodes
Find an ancestorNP such thatNP .Fullright = 0
SetNi.Fullleft to 1 on that path
// Find the object to transfer
DetermineP the centroid of the dr of(NR)
Lmd := Lmmd := NL; neighbors(P, 1) := ∅
o := result ofk-NN query with these parameters;
// Reinserto in NR.
INSERT-IN-SUBTREE(o, NR)
Update flags inNR if needed

endwhile
endif

end

case (a)

(b) H=2(a) H=1

pivot detection
message

1−NN query
message

reinsert
message

Figure 11: Redistributing data

Figure 11 illustrates the algorithm when the height
of the pivot node is respectively 1 (a) and 2 (b).
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The algorithm analysis is as follows. When a node
N gets full, we needH messages to find the pivot
nodeNP , whereH is the height ofNP . Then we
needH messages to find the object that must be
moved from the left subtree inNP , NL, to the right
one,NR. The reinsertion of an object costsH mes-
sages. After this first step, we possibly have to iter-
ate the algorithm for the two insertions, respectively
in NL andNR (see Figure 11 for the example with
H = 2). In both cases the pivot node’s height is
at worseH − 1. This yields the recursive formula:
cost(H) = 3H + 2 × cost(H − 1). So finally,
cost(H) =

∑H−1

i=0
2i × 3(H − i) = O(H.2H). In

the worst case,H = log2 n (i.e., the pivot node is the
root) and this results inO(n log2 n) messages, where
n is the number of servers.

5.2 Finding a convenient tradeoff between
splits and redistribution

The redistribution is costly, its main advantage be-
ing to save some splits, and thus the necessity to add
servers to the structure. An extreme strategy would
be to delay any split until all the servers are full. This
would clearly requires a lot of exchanges. It seems
more convenient to adopt a trade-off between splits
and redistributions.

The basic idea is to proceed only to “local” data re-
organization by limiting data redistribution to a sub-
tree of a full node, and not to the whole structure. As
shown by the above analysis, the redistribution cost
is exponential in the height of the pivot node. By
bounding this height, we limit the cost of redistribu-
tion at the price or more frequent splits, and less ef-
fective storage utilization. Letν represent the maxi-
mal height for a pivot node. The REDISTRIBUTE(N )
is simply modified as follows;

• if height(NP ) > ν then splitN

• else, apply REDISTRIBUTE(N )

The choiceν = 0 corresponds to a strategy where
we split whenever a node is full, without any data
redistribution. This minimizes the number of mes-
sages exchanged. An opposite choice is to setν to
∞, allowing to choose any ancestor of a full node as

a pivot, including the root, which results in a likely
perfect storage utilization, but to a maximal number
of messages. The choice of parameterν highly de-
pends on the kind of applications our architecture is
deployed for.

6 Experimental validation

We report several experiments that evaluate the per-
formance of our proposed architecture over large
datasets of 2-dimensional rectangles, using a dis-
tributed structure simulator written in C. Our datasets
include both data produced by the GSTD genera-
tor [18], and real data corresponding to the MBRs of
556,696 census blocks (polygons) of Iowa, Kansa,
Missouri and Nebraska, provided by Tiger [1]. For
comparison purpose the number of synthetic objects,
generated following a uniform or a skewed distribu-
tion, is also set to 556,696. The capacity of each
server is set to 2,000 objects.

6.1 Cost of the redistribution

A first experiment is performed to stress the impact
of the maximal pivot height allowed for the data re-
distribution.

First note that with our setting, whatever the dis-
tribution is, the height of the tree is 10. Figure 12a
shows that our redistribution algorithm highly re-
duces the number of servers requested, even for
small values of the maximal heightν of a pivot node.
For instance with a uniform distribution, the number
of servers without redistribution is 440. Withν set
to 1, this number falls to 350, so a gain of 21% of
the required resources. With higher values forν, the
number of servers can reach 291, so a gain of 34%.
We observe similar results with other distributions.

The skewed distribution leads to a lower number
of servers if we do not use redistribution, compared
to other datasets. The reason is that insertions are
concentrated on a specific part of the indexing area,
hence concerns mostly a subset of the pool. These
nodes fill in up to their capacity, then split and, since
they still cover the dense insertion area, remain sub-
ject to high insertions load. With uniform distribu-
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(a) Number of servers

(b) Number of messages

Figure 12: Impact of the maximal height for the pivot
node

tion, each node newly created is initially half-empty,
and its probability to receive new insertion requests
is similar to that of the other nodes. This leads to
a lower average space occupancy (63%) than with
skewed data (69%), and therefore so a higher num-
ber of servers (Figure 13).

Using the redistribution algorithm, one achieves a
high fill-in rate for the servers,i.e. up to 96% with
uniform distribution, 98% with skewed distribution,
and 93% with real data (Figure 13). This value is
already reached with a medium value ofν like 4 or 5.
With ν set to 1, the improvement is still noteworthy,
e.g., 79%, 78% and 75% for respectively uniform,
skewed and real datasets.

Figure 12b shows the cost in number of mes-
sages of the redistribution strategy. Depending on
the distribution, a rebalancing with a maximal pivot’s
height set to 1 requires between 2 and 4 times more

Figure 13: Average server’s occupancy rate w.r.t.
maximal pivot’s height

messages. If we allow the pivot node to be at any
height, possibly up to the root, the number of mes-
sages reaches a value 30 times higher with our data!
Indeed, with this complete flexibility, the tree is al-
most full and a new insertion generally leads to a
costly iterative redistribution process, that may affect
all the nodes of the tree in the worst case. Analysis
of figures 12a-b suggests that settingν to 4 provides
generally a number of servers very close to the best
possible space occupancy, with a number of mes-
sages “only” 10 times higher than without redistri-
bution.

6.2 Analysis of server allocation profiles

The second set of experiments illustrates how our
solution may be deployed in architectures support-
ing a mixed strategy. We make now the practical
assumption that the “traditional” insertion mecha-
nism (without redistribution) is used when there are
servers available. If, at some point, the system lacks
of storage resource, it dynamically switches to the
redistribution mode, until new servers are added. We
call “server allocation profile” the set of parameters
that describe this evolution, including the initial size
of the server pool, the average time necessary to ex-
tend the pool, and the number of servers added dur-
ing an extension.

The experiment assumes that the system consists
initially of 200 servers. When new resources are re-
quested, a set of additional 25 servers is allocated.
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The shortage period between the request for new
servers and their effective allocation (represented in
our profile by the number of insertion requests) cor-
responds to a forced redistribution mode and con-
stitutes the variable parameter that we analyze. We
measure the behavior of the system as the total num-
ber of servers and messages required, the maximal
height for the pivot node being set to 1, 2 or 3.

(a) Number of servers

(b) Number of messages

Figure 14: Impact of the number of inserted objects
during a shortage period

As expected, the higher the allowed height for the
pivot node is, the lower is the number of requested
servers (Figure 14.a). Obviously, the impact is oppo-
site on the number of messages (Figure 14.b). Both
figures show that the system can handle a shortage
of servers during a period corresponding to up to
100,000 insertions with a limited cost (here at most
3 times the cost without shortage). The decreasing
aspect of the curves in Figure 14a is due to the stor-
age balancing effect: with a long shortage period,

many objects are inserted and they trigger a redis-
tribution, thereby optimizing servers capacity. The
amount of storage balancing increases, and so does
the total number of messages.

7 Conclusion

Our framework provides the Rtree capabilities for
large spatial data sets stored over interconnected
servers. The distributed addressing and specific man-
agement of the nodes with the overlapping cover-
age avoid the centralized calculus. We provide al-
gorithms for traditional spatial queries that limits the
number of required messages. Our termination pro-
tocol permits to decide in our asynchronous context
when the result is set. We also present a data dis-
tribution balancing algorithm that limits the splits at
the cost of additional messages. We believe that the
scheme should fit the needs of new applications of
spatial data, using endlessly larger datasets.

Future work on our framework should include
other spatial operations like spatial joins. One should
study also more in depth the concurrent distributed
query processing. As for other well-known data
structures, additions to the scheme may perhaps in-
crease the efficiency in this context. A final issue re-
lates to the fanout of our structure. The binary choice
advocated in the present paper favors an even distri-
bution of both data and operations over the servers. A
larger fanout would reduce the tree height, at the ex-
pense of a more sophisticated mapping scheme. The
practicality of the related trade-offs remains to be de-
termined.
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